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FOREWORD 
The Safe Routes to Public Places Program (SRTPPP) is part of the overall Highway Safety Improvement 

Program (HSIP) and falls under the umbrella of the Louisiana Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP). The 

vision for the SHSP is Destination Zero Deaths and the HSIP is the core federal-aid program that aims to 

implement the SHSP's mission to achieve a significant reduction in fatalities and serious injuries on all 

public roads.  

The development of the SRTPPP is a result of the recognition that the transportation network is utilized 

by motorists and non-motorists, such as pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users of all ages and abilities. 

The SRTPPP aims to address the safety needs of the non-motorists evidenced in fatality and serious 

injury data. On average, 107 pedestrians and 19 bicyclists are killed and 149 pedestrians and 34 

bicyclists are seriously injured on Louisiana's public roads each year (Source: LADOTD Crash Database, 

2011 -2015). This represents 15% of the overall annual fatalities and serious injuries and roughly 41% of 

those occur on local roads. 

The purpose of this document is to outline the program requirements and guidelines for potential 

projects considered for the SRTPPP projects as part of the HSIP.  All SRTPPP projects must adhere to the 

requirements and guidelines set forth in this document and in accordance with Section 148 of Title 23, 

United States Code (23 USC 148 (h) and 23 CFR 924).  

This document, in part, presents the standard operating procedure to be used for the Department of 

Transportation and Development (DOTD) Office of Planning when managing the HSIP funds awarded 

through the SRTPPP. It also details the staff or agency that is responsible for various aspects of the 

activity, the procedure to be followed and includes links to any references that are relevant to this 

procedure. The document is intended to be a guide for DOTD employees and other public entities to 

understand the work processes for administering HSIP funds within the SRTPPP. 

FUNDING 
To address the need to reduce pedestrian and bicyclist fatalities and injuries, HSIP funds are eligible to 

be spent on projects to improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists on all public roads (state-owned 

and locally-owned). Distribution of funds shall be at the discretion of the SRTPPP Project Selection 

Committee and Highway Safety Administrator considering number and quality of applications received 

annually.   

Federal funds for the project are provided for 100% of project costs with no required local match within 

the limits of the DOTD’s project funding commitment and eligibility requirements.  Funds are available 

for Design Engineering Services, Right-of-Way Acquisition, Right-of-Way Acquisition Services (for state 

owned right-of-way), Project Construction, and Construction Contract Administration.   
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The project sponsor will be responsible for cost incurred for Utility Relocations, Right-of-Way Acquisition 

Services (for locally owned right-of-way), Project Construction on Private Property and additional costs 

above DOTD’s project funding commitment.  

The project sponsor may elect or be required to add additional work not eligible for federal funds at its 

expense such as connectivity work on private property (such as necessary for hospitals, business 

centers, etc.)  The application must identify this work and estimated costs.  Funds for this work must be 

provided to DOTD prior to advertisement for construction of the project. 

Federal funds applied to project construction and right-of-way acquisition costs are limited to a 

maximum of $350,000 per application.   Federal funds applied to Design Engineering Services and 

Construction Contract Administration will be as required through DOTD’s forces or its consultant and is 

not included in this funding limitation. 

Sponsors are encouraged but not required to provide additional financial support for the project. 

Additional financial support applied to services or items eligible for federal funds will be considered in 

the evaluation and selection of projects. Additional financial support does not reduce the $350,000 

funding limitation noted above. The sponsor’s commitment to provide additional financial support must 

be included in the application. If applicable, Financial Support Funds must be provided to DOTD prior to 

advertisement for construction of the project. 

The project sponsor may elect to secure professional engineering services for project design at its own 

expense subject to DOTD rules and policies.  These costs will be considered additional Financial Support 

and considered in the evaluation and selection process. 

ELIGIBILITY 
Any public agency is eligible to submit a project application to the SRTPPP during specific application 

periods designated by DOTD. The SRTPPP allows public agencies to compete for funding for SRTPPP 

projects for the purpose of facilitating the planning, development, and implementation of projects that 

will improve safety for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users of all ages and abilities.  Eligible projects 

include improving pedestrian and bicycle facilities to schools, libraries, governmental buildings, 

hospitals, transit facilities, public parks, and other public places. All public roads, state and locally 

owned, are eligible under the SRTPPP.  

Types of eligible projects may include but are not limited to: 

- Pedestrian facilities (sidewalks, crosswalks, signs & signal devices) 

- Curb extensions 

- Bicycle facilities (on-street, buffered and separated bike lanes, cycle tracks, shared use paths) 

- Traffic calming 

- Bus turnouts 
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- Enhanced signing and striping (Sharrows, bike lane markings, bike boxes, colored pavement, 

etc.) 

Applications must be submitted by the project sponsor. 

For improvements on locally owned roadways and right-of-ways, the project sponsor must be the local 

government entity that owns the roadway and will ultimately be responsible for maintaining the safety 

improvements provide by the project.   

For improvements on state owned roadways and right-of-ways, the project sponsor must be the local 

government entity that will ultimately assume responsibility for maintaining the safety improvements 

provided by the project.  An endorsement letter from the DOTD District Administrator must be included 

in the application.  A resolution from the local agency accepting long term maintenance of the 

improvements must be included in the application. Sponsors are encouraged to work with the DOTD 

Districts to determine priority projects on state routes. 

If a portion of the project is to be constructed on right-of-way not owned by the project sponsor, a letter 

of endorsement from the owner must accompany the application.  For example, improvements on 

School, Library or other governmental building property will require an endorsement letter from the 

property owner included in the application.  

Project applications are generally solicited and accepted on an annual basis. Applications are evaluated 

in a competitive manner using standardized criteria applied to the assessment of pedestrian and / or 

bicyclist safety and project feasibility. Positive consideration is given for projects that reflect priorities in 

Local Complete Street Plans (as defined in EDSM II.2.1.14), DOTD Bicycle Planning Tool, the Regional 

Safety Coalition Action Plans, and/or other locally adopted transportation plans.  

A Sponsor may submit more than one application per advertisement cycle. Should site improvement 

projected costs exceed the maximum funding limitation, sponsors may elect to split the project into 

smaller segments and submit multiple (phased) applications.  Sponsor’s submitting multiple applications 

in one advertisement cycle, whether for multiple sites or phased applications, must provide a priority for 

the funding allocation. 

After applications are received, a confirmation email will be sent verifying receipt of the project 

application. The project sponsor will be contacted if additional information is necessary during the 

project application evaluation process.   
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PROJECT APPLICATION AND SELECTION PROCESSES 

APPLICATION PROCESS 

The SRTPPP Project Selection Committee reviews and evaluates project applications.   Each applicant 
must complete the electronic application file found on the DOTD LPA website.  One (1) completed hard 
copy must be submitted along with an electronic pdf file on CD or USB flash drive. The application must 
be certified by someone who has legal authority to enter into a contract on behalf of the Local Public 
Agency (LPA) to implement the project. 

To save time in processing your application, please follow directions and provide all requested 

application documentation as follows: 

a. Project scope 
b. Supporting data analysis and local plan, if applicable 
c. Pictures of site  
d. Map of site(s) including street names and historical districts (if applicable) 
e. Detailed and accurate cost estimate 
f. Signed certification by legal authority 
g. Responsible charge form 

 
Accurate cost estimates for the services to be performed are extremely important to ensure that 

adequate funding is provided.  If a project cost increases more than the maximum funding limitation, 

the LPA will be required to revise the application and may be required to reapply. Funding requests 

should take into account that the project may not be under construction until the third (3rd) year after 

award of the project.  It is recommended that the services of a professional engineer familiar with DOTD 

procedures be acquired to assist in the development of the required project services and cost estimates 

compliant with DOTD standards.  Costs for professional services associated with preparation of the 

application are not eligible for reimbursement. 

Refer to Appendix A for information on how to submit an Application. 

SELECTION PROCESS 

The selection process consists of two evaluation steps:  

Evaluation Step 1: Project Safety Impact Assessment 

Evaluation Step 2: Project Feasibility Assessment   

The application will be graded on specific evaluation factors detailed below. Higher value (i.e. weight) is 

given to safety improvement potential and/or data driven factors.  The weight is multiplied by the 

evaluation factor grade and then summed to achieve a total score.  
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A Project Priority Short List will be developed from Evaluation Step I evaluation factors. Final Project 

Selection List will be developed upon completion of Evaluation Step 2. If the project application is 

approved, the sponsor will receive a memorandum indicating project approval which may also contain 

information on how to proceed. 

EVALUATION STEP 1: PROJECT SAFETY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

 

SAFETY EVALUATION FACTORS     

The safety evaluation factors and grading criteria are shown below.   

Factor Grading Criteria 

Identified through a local 
complete street plan as 
defined in EDSM II.2.1.14 
(weight factor: medium) 

High - Project site is included in local  or state pedestrian / bicycle / transit 
plan for improved safety with high priority designation 
Medium- Project site is included in local or state pedestrian / bicycle / 
transit plan for improved safety with medium priority designation 
Low- Project site is not included in any pedestrian / bicycle / transit plan for 
improved safety 

Enhances connectivity to a 
local pedestrian/bicycle/ 
transit network 
(weight factor: medium - 
high) 

High – Provides a new and vital connection to an existing pedestrian / 
bicycle / transit network that enhances public safety 
Medium  – Improves connectivity to an existing pedestrian / bicycle / 
transit network that enhances public safety 
Low – Includes only a localized enhancement or upgrade to an existing 
facility without enhancing network connectivity 

Pedestrian / Bicycle 
Crashes reported within 
one mile of public place 
for pedestrians and/or 
two miles for bicycles 
(weight factor: high) 

Rating should reflect use of appropriate pedestrian and/or bicycle incident 
data relative to the scope of project within the last five years: 
High - Project site has high number of reported crashes (typically > 20) 
Medium - Project site has moderate number of reported crashes (typically 
between 5 and 20) 
Low- Project site has few crashes reported (typically <5) 

Pedestrian / Bicycle 
Crashes severity reported 
within one mile of public 
place for pedestrian and 
two miles for bicycles 
(weight factor: high) 

Rating should reflect use of appropriate pedestrian and/or bicycle incident 
data relative to the scope of project within the last five years: 
High- Crash data includes a fatality or severe injuries account for typically > 
10% of crashes. 
Medium- Crash data includes moderate injuries. 
Low- Project site has no reported crashes. 

Identified Pedestrian / 
Bicycle Risks 
(weight factor: medium) 

Rating should reflect safety risk with local vehicular traffic relative to the 
current condition or lack of proper facility to support pedestrian / bicycle 
traffic (i.e. no sidewalk may rate higher than a sidewalk in need of repair, 
large number of countermeasures at high volume intersections may rate 
higher than a sidewalk project with minimal number of intersections): 
High- Application includes strong evidence of specific locations with 
supporting pictures and maps that clearly identify the potential safety risks 
for pedestrian and/or bicycles walking or operating along, adjacent or 
across the roadway(s) within the proposed project limits.  
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 Medium - Application includes some evidence of specific locations with 
supporting pictures and maps that clearly identify the potential safety risks 
for pedestrian and/or bicycles walking or operating along, adjacent or 
across the roadway(s) within the proposed project limits. 
Low - Application provides no evidence of specific locations that clearly 
identifies the potential risks for pedestrian and/or bicycles walking or 
operating along, adjacent or across the roadway(s) within the proposed 
project limits. 
 

Systemic Analysis of 
Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Crashes –(two lane 
undivided street, 
intersection, uncontrolled, 
no shoulder) 
(weight factor: medium-
high) 

Rating should reflect use of appropriate pedestrian and/or bicycle systemic 
analysis relative to the scope of project: 
High - Application project limits include a high number of specific locations 
with high risk conditions (two lane undivided street, intersection, 
uncontrolled, no shoulder) within the proposed project limits.   
Medium - Application project limits include a moderate number of specific 
locations with high risk conditions (two lane undivided street, intersection, 
uncontrolled, no shoulder) within the proposed project limits.   
Low - Application project limits include a very low number of specific 
locations with high risk conditions (two lane undivided street, intersection, 
uncontrolled, no shoulder) within the proposed project limits.   
 

Pedestrian / Bicycle 
Demand (high current or 
projected usage) 
(weight factor: medium) 

Rating should reflect potential for pedestrians within one mile of public 
place and/or bicycles within two miles of the public place: 
High - Application demonstrates through statistical data, parent surveys, 
community outreach or other data analysis that a high potential for 
pedestrian and/or bicycle traffic will exist with implemented safety 
improvements.  (typically >100 or 40% of public place users) 
Medium - Application demonstrates through statistical data, parent 
surveys, community outreach or other data analysis that a moderate 
potential for pedestrian and/or bicycle traffic will exist with implemented 
safety improvements.  (typically >50 or 20% of public place users) 
Low - Application does not provide data to support a claim that potential 
pedestrian and/or biker traffic will exist with implemented safety 
improvements.   
 

Roadway Characteristics 
(ADT, speed, # of conflict 
points,   lack of shoulders, 
traffic direction, # of 
lanes) 
(weight factor: medium) 

Rating should reflect a combination of potential pedestrians/bicycle safety 
risks with vehicular traffic relative to the scope of the project: 
High – Numerous higher risk roadway characteristics.  ADT> 5000, Speed 
>40mph, conflict points typically >10, no shoulders, two-way traffic, etc. 
Medium – Moderate number of higher risk roadway characteristic. ADT> 
500, Speed <30 mph, conflict points typically<5, lack of shoulders, two-way 
traffic, etc. 
Low – Minimal or no higher risk roadway characteristics.   
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Other supporting risk data 
analysis 
(weight factor: low) 

Rating should be based on outcome and quality of additional supporting 
data not identified or addressed in previous evaluation factors (e.g.high 
number of disabled users): 
High - Application includes additional high quality site specific data and 
data analysis that support the need and/or potential safety risk reduction 
provided by safety improvements.   
Medium - Application includes additional site specific data to support the 
need and/or potential safety risk reduction.   
Low - No additional supporting data and/or data analysis provided  
 

Safety Effectiveness 
(potential to reduce 
vehicle /pedestrian 
crashes with 
implementation of 
pedestrian/bicycle safety 
countermeasures) 
(weight factor: high) 

Rating should reflect safety risk with local vehicular traffic relative to the 
safety improvements proposed in the application: (i.e. new sidewalk on 
road with no shoulders may rate higher than a sidewalk in need of repair, 
safety improvements at high volume intersection(s) may rate higher than 
sidewalk(s) with low ADT: 
High - Applications include proven safety improvements that clearly 
address the potential safety risks for pedestrian / bicycle conflict with 
vehicular traffic walking or operating along, adjacent or across the 
roadway(s).   
Medium - Application safety improvements that may address the potential 
safety risks for pedestrian / bicycle conflict with vehicular traffic walking or 
operating along, adjacent or across the roadway(s).   
Low - Application project limits include a very low number of specific 
locations that clearly address the potential safety risks for pedestrian / 
bicycle conflict with vehicular traffic walking or operating along, adjacent 
or across the roadway(s).   
 

Implementing FHWA 
Proven Countermeasures: 
1. Median & Pedestrian 
Crossing Islands 
2. Pedestrian Hybrid 
Beacon 
(weight factor: medium -
high) 

High - Project includes use of both countermeasures at multiple locations.   
Medium - Project includes use of one countermeasure at multiple 
locations.   
Low - Project does not include use of either countermeasure.   
 

 

PRIORITY PROJECT SHORT LIST 

A short list of potential projects will be developed based on results of Evaluation Step 1. Projects 

provided on the Short List do not represent or imply approval for funding or implementation.  The 

short list may contain projects that will not be funded.  The final approved list will be determined with 

information provided from an Evaluation Step 2 Feasibility Report.  
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EVALUATION STEP 2: PROJECT FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT 

PROJECT FEASIBILITY REPORT 

DOTD, or its engineering consultant, will prepare a Project Feasibility Report for each application on the 

short list.  The Consultant shall meet with the DOTD Project Manager and Sponsor for a scoping 

meeting, visit the project site(s) and prepare a project feasibility report.  Each report shall contain a 

detailed scope, cost estimate for engineering and construction, and a time schedule for completion.   

SITE VISITS 

Site visits and scoping meetings are conducted at the proposed project location within three months of 

notification of selection to the Short List.   

The primary goals of the site visit include: 

 Meet with the LPA and PM of the proposed project to review application information, data and 

project scope. 

 Introduce the LPA and PM to the process and procedures of the program.  For LPAs who are 

participating in the program for the first time this is a chance to ask questions about the 

process.  

 Conduct a visual examination with the LPA of the existing conditions and the proposed project 

as outlined in the application. 

 Review project scope, construction items and costs with the LPA to determine if application 

accurately reflects the estimated construction activities necessary for the site conditions.  

PROJECT FEASIBILITY FACTORS 

Factor Grading Criteria 

Stakeholder Support 
(District, MPO, LPA, Regional 
Safety Coalition, etc.) 
(weight factor: medium) 

High - Application includes high priority designation for site specific 
improvements from MPO long range plan, DOTD District PSI list, or other 
political subdivision long range transportation plan, along with 
documented support from Regional Safety Coalition, political 
subdivisions, local agencies and public associations. 
Medium - Application includes documented correspondence from MPO, 
DOTD District, Regional Safety Coalition, along with political subdivisions, 
local agencies and public associations. 
Low - Application provides minimal documented support from outside 
entities or potential end users. 

Financial Support Rating based on percentage of total funds provided by sponsor for 
eligible costs to include design engineering, construction, right-of-way, 
etc.: 
High – Sponsor provides substantial financial support (typically >20%) 
Medium - Sponsor provides some financial support (typically >10%) 
Low – 100% of project eligible costs provided by Federal Funds 
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R/W Requirements 
(weight factor: low) 
 

Rating based on potential need for R/W and estimated R/W costs applied 
to the project funds when R/W is required: 
High - Project does not need additional right of way 
Medium - Additional right of way typically costs < 10% of total project 
costs  
Low - Additional right of way typically costs > 20% of total project costs   
 

Drainage Issues 
(weight factor: medium) 

High - Drainage typically costs < 5% of total project costs   
Medium – Drainage typically costs >5% and < 25% of total project costs   
Low - Drainage typically costs > 25% of total project costs   
 

Maintenance / Operations 
Action Plan 
(weight factor: low) 

High - Application includes documented Maintenance and Operation 
Plan to include estimate of the annual costs of maintenance and 
operation with identified source of revenue to support plan.  Application 
includes resolution to accept and maintain improvements provided by 
project. 
Medium - Application includes documented acceptance of maintenance 
without providing annual costs or source of funds for maintenance. 
Low - Application does not address maintenance needs. 
 

 

FINAL SELECTION 

The final ranking of projects from the short list will be determined by the SRTPPP Project Selection 

Committee based on the combined score from Evaluation Step I and Evaluation Step 2.  The project 

selection will be based on final rankings and available program funds.   

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECTS 

LOCAL AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES 

ENTITY STATE AGREEMENT 

After final project selection, the local government agency must enter into an Entity/State Agreement 

prior to project initiation. The agreement is a legally-binding contract between the Agency and DOTD. In 

order to expedite initiation of the process, the Entity/State Agreement should be signed within 60 days 

of receipt. The agreement will specify the responsibilities of the local Entity and DOTD depending on the 

engineering option selected by the Entity. 

Once the entity/state agreement is executed, project funding will be allocated to the project to be 

directly administered by DOTD as specified in the Entity/State Agreement.  
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LPA RESPONSIBLE CHARGE 

The Entity must provide a full time employee of the Entity to be in “LPA Responsible Charge” of the 
Project. The LPA Responsible Charge need not be an engineer. The LPA Responsible Charge is expected 
to be able to perform the following duties and functions for the project: 

1. Acts as primary point of contact for the Entity with the DOTD; 

2. Participate in decisions regarding cost, time and scope of the Project, including changed/unforeseen 
conditions or scope changes that require change orders or supplemental agreements;  

3. Visit and review the Project on a frequency that is appropriate in light of the magnitude and 
complexity of the Project;  

4. Provide assistance or clarification to DOTD and its consultants, as requested; 

5. Attend Project meetings as determined by the DOTD Responsible Charge, and shall attend the 
Project’s “Final Inspection”; 

6. Review QA/QC forms, Plan/Constructability/Biddability Review form, and other current DOTD quality 
assurance documents. 

ENGINEERING (OPTIONAL) 

The project sponsor, at its expense, may elect to conduct appropriate engineering studies, perform 

project designs, prepare plans, and prepare estimates. The Sponsor will serve as the “Project 

Responsible Charge” for the Project pursuant to 23CFR635.105 for the preconstruction phase of the 

project. The design standards shall comply with the criteria prescribed in 23 CFR Part 625 (“Design 

Standards for Highways”) and DOTD guidelines.   In the event that the Sponsor elects to contract with a 

consultant to perform this work, the Sponsor shall transfer to DOTD any rights that the Sponsor may 

have to recover from the provider of pre-construction engineering services. The Entity is prohibited from 

selecting or approving any consultant or sub-consultant who is on DOTD’s disqualified list or who has 

been debarred pursuant to LSA-R.S. 48:295.1 et seq.  

RIGHT-OF-WAY (ROW) ACQUISITION 

If right-of-way is required, acquisition of all real property and property rights required for this Project 

shall be in accordance with all applicable State and Federal Laws, including Title 49 CFR, Part 24 as 

amended; Title 23 CFR, Part 710 as amended; DOTD’s Right-of-Way Manual; DOTD’s LPA Right-of-Way 

Manual; DOTD’s Guide to Title Abstracting and any additional written instructions as given by the DOTD 

Real Estate Section. 

Whenever federal funds are used in any phase of a project, acquisition of real property for the project 

becomes subject to the provisions of the Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property 

Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, no matter if carried out by federal, state, local agencies, or by private 

parties.  An LADOTD certified appraiser must perform right-of-way appraisals to determine property 
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value even if Federal funds are not used for property acquisition. For additional information concerning 

ROW procedures, consult the LPA Real Estate Manual at the following web address on the LADOTD 

website:  

www.dotd.louisiana.gov/highways/project_devel/realestate/realestate.asp?page=manual  

For locally owned right-of-way, the sponsor shall perform any right-of-way acquisition and relocation 

services necessary in accordance with the project schedule. This shall include costs for appraisals, title 

searches, etc.  Administration costs to purchase right-of-way are not compensable.  

For state owned right-of way, the DOTD shall provide right-of-way acquisition and relocation services. 

CONSTRUCTION 

This is the major category of work for eligible SRTPPP activities involving the actual construction of the 

project. DOTD will advertise the job, accept bids and hold the contract for the work.  On locally owned 

roads, the Entity shall grant DOTD access to the site to perform the work. The entity shall be responsible 

for obtaining rights of entry for all properties not on local or state owned roads. 

COST INCREASES 

Entities through the LPA Responsible Charge should be actively involved in the project scoping, plan 

reviews and approvals to control increases and overruns as they may jeopardize completion of the 

entire project.  The Entity must approve the project final plans prior to the award of the project.  The 

entity may be responsible for any cost in excess of that awarded initially.   

UTILITY RELOCATION 

All utility relocation must be done by the LPA prior to letting. No utility relocation activity will be 

reimbursable. 

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

Administrative costs are not eligible for reimbursement. Some examples of actions considered to be 

administrative are application preparation, certification and transmittal, and management. 

NON-PARTICIPATING ITEMS 

Items that are ineligible for funding can be included in the construction contract as nonparticipating 

items with the funding to be provided by the Entity or others.    The Entity shall provide all funds to 

DOTD for nonparticipating items prior to the project construction to be awarded. 

PERMITS 

The Entity shall be obligated to obtain all permits and the approvals necessary for the Project, whether 
from private or public individuals and pursuant to local, State or Federal rules, regulations, or laws. 

 

http://www.dotd.louisiana.gov/highways/project_devel/realestate/realestate.asp?page=manual
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DOTD RESPONSIBILITIES  

ENGINEERING 

If project funds are used, DOTD or its consultant will conduct appropriate engineering studies, perform 

project designs, prepare plans, prepare estimates and prepare construction bid proposals. DOTD or its 

consultant will serve as the “Project Responsible Charge” for the Project pursuant to 23CFR635.105. 

DOTD or its consultant will perform the required work and prepare all necessary plans, specifications, 

and estimates to implement the installation or construction of the safety improvement project.  

ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE 

Most safety improvement projects will be Programmatic Categorical Exclusions (PCE). However, all 

construction projects may require an environmental assessment. Projects in designated historical 

districts may require additional environmental clearance work.  DOTD or its consultant will provide 

environmental services for the project.  

CONSTRUCTION 

DOTD shall prepare construction proposals, advertise for and receive bids for the work, and award the 

contract to the lowest responsible bidder. DOTD will advertise for and receive bids for the work in 

accordance with DOTD’s standard procedures.  All such bids will be properly tabulated, extended, and 

summarized to determine the official low bidder.  Construction contracts will be prepared by DOTD after 

the award of contract. DOTD will then submit copies of the official bid tabulations to the Entity for 

review and comment while the DOTD Review Committee will concurrently analyze the bids. The award 

of the contract shall comply with state law and the latest edition of the Louisiana Standard 

Specifications for Roads and Bridges.  The Entity will be notified when the official low bid is greater than 

the estimated construction costs.  The contract will be awarded by DOTD following the favorable 

recommendation of award by the DOTD Review Committee and concurrence by the Entity. DOTD 

consultant will be responsible for construction contract administration. DOTD will provide construction 

material testing services. After all phases of work under the construction contract and the Final 

Inspection has been completed, DOTD will formally accept the work with a Final Acceptance.  Upon 

issuance of the Final Acceptance by DOTD, the Entity shall assume the ownership and maintenance of 

the improvement at its expense. The Final Acceptance shall be recorded by DOTD in the appropriate 

parish.  Before making the final inspection, DOTD shall notify the Entity, and the Entity shall have 

representative(s) present for such inspection. The project shall be vested in the Entity but shall be 

subject to DOTD and FHWA requirements and regulations concerning abandonment, disposal, 

encroachments and/or uses for non-highway purposes.  

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 

 This includes the cost to provide contract administration, inspection and materials testing services 

during the project construction.  DOTD or its consultant will perform contract administration for the 

project.   
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APPENDIX A:  SRTPPP APPLICATION FORMAT 
1) Sponsor Information 

a) Provide official name, mailing address, and identification numbers of government entity 
submitting application 

b) Provide name and contact information of Responsible Charge Person 

c) Provide entity consultant name and contact information (if applicable) 

d) Complete LPA Responsible Charge Form 

2) Public Place(s)  Information / Project Identification 

a) Provide Public Place facility information and contact 

b) Provide name of project 

c) Provide project limits and location 

3) Problem Identification  

a) Describe existing condition and potential safety risks to walking/bicycling to public facility(s) 
identified in the application 

b) Provide pictures of existing conditions 

c) Describe current pedestrian or cyclist activity 

d) Provide statistical data through pedestrian / bicycle counts, population data, user surveys, 
community outreach or other data that supports a high potential for pedestrian and/or 
bicycle user demand with implemented safety improvements.  Specific data needs to 
represent user demand to the public facility within one mile for pedestrians and two miles 
for bicyclists 

e) Provide any additional data and/or data analysis that support a need for the proposed 
improvements such as traffic infractions, parking tickets, etc. 

f) Provide roadway characteristics of the existing road facility such as ADT, speed, 
intersections that pose a safety risk to pedestrians and/or bicyclists 

4) Project Scope and Details of Proposed Improvement 

a) Describe work necessary for the project 

b) Identify the safety improvements proposed to mitigate high risk road features to 
pedestrians and/or bicyclists 

c) Provide supporting data for projecting the benefits of the safety improvements such as 
potential risk reductions, increase facility use, etc. to support a & b above  

d) Provide maps, plans and photographs as applicable to identify safety improvement locations 
and boundaries 

e) Provide any other supporting risk data analysis 
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5) Local Safety Plan and Network Connectivity  

a) Provide adopted local plan (if applicable) indicating priority of proposed project and safety 
improvements. 

b) Provide how the proposed project will enhance or improve connectivity to a pedestrian / 
bicycle / transit network. (if applicable) 

6) Project Support  

a) Provide endorsement and support letters from other public agencies and community 
associations that indicated the need and priority of the project 

b) Provide resolution accepting future maintenance responsibility and funding  

7) General Information and Pre-construction Engineering Option 

a) Select option for responsible party for preconstruction engineering 

b) Provide consultant name and contact information (if applicable) 

c) Provide projected need for utility relocations and additional right-of-way 

8) Project Cost (accurate & comprehensive)  

a) Provide a detailed cost estimate 

b) list items with description, estimated quantities, unit prices, and total amount 

c) Include items for mobilization, signs, and barricades, construction layout, etc. 

d) Indicate those items being paid for with local funds (if any) 

9) Application Link 

http://wwwsp.dotd.la.gov/Inside_LaDOTD/Divisions/Multimodal/Highway_Safety/SRTPPP/Pages/default.

aspx 

  

http://wwwsp.dotd.la.gov/Inside_LaDOTD/Divisions/Multimodal/Highway_Safety/SRTPPP/Pages/default.aspx
http://wwwsp.dotd.la.gov/Inside_LaDOTD/Divisions/Multimodal/Highway_Safety/SRTPPP/Pages/default.aspx
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APPENDIX B:  INFORMATIONAL LINKS 
http://wwwsp.dotd.la.gov/Inside_LaDOTD/Divisions/Multimodal/Highway_Safety/SRTPPP/Pages/default.aspx 

 

http://wwwsp.dotd.la.gov/Inside_LaDOTD/Divisions/Multimodal/Highway_Safety/SRTPPP/Pages/default.aspx
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http://www.pedbikesafe.org/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pedbikesafe.org/
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http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/data/index.cfm  

 

 

http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/data/index.cfm
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https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/design_flexibility.cfm 

 

Memorandum 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Highway Administration 

Subject: Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Design Flexibility 

From: 
Gloria M. Shepherd 
Associate Administrator for Planning, 
Environment and Realty 

Walter C. (Butch) Waidelich, Jr. 
Associate Administrator for Infrastructure 

Jeffrey A. Lindley 
Associate Administrator for Operations 

Tony T. Furst 
Associate Administrator for Safety 

To: 
Division Administrators 
Directors of Field Services 

Date: August 20, 2013 

Reply to: HEPH-10 

 

This memorandum expresses the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) support for 
taking a flexible approach to bicycle and pedestrian facility design. The American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) bicycle and pedestrian 
design guides are the primary national resources for planning, designing, and operating 
bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The National Association of City Transportation Officials 
(NACTO) Urban Bikeway Design Guide and the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/design_flexibility.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=http://nacto.org/publication/urban-bikeway-design-guide/
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Designing Urban Walkable Thoroughfares guide builds upon the flexibilities provided in the 
AASHTO guides, which can help communities plan and design safe and convenient facilities 
for pedestrian and bicyclists. FHWA supports the use of these resources to further develop 
nonmotorized transportation networks, particularly in urban areas. 

AASHTO Guides 

AASHTO publishes two guides that address pedestrian and bicycle facilities: 

 Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, July 2004, 
(AASHTO Pedestrian Guide) provides guidelines for the planning, design, operation, 
and maintenance of pedestrian facilities, including signals and signing. The guide 
recommends methods for accommodating pedestrians, which vary among roadway 
and facility types, and addresses the effects of land use planning and site design on 
pedestrian mobility. 

 Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities 2012, Fourth Edition (AASHTO Bike 
Guide) provides detailed planning and design guidelines on how to accommodate 
bicycle travel and operation in most riding environments. It covers the planning, design, 
operation, maintenance, and safety of on-road facilities, shared use paths, and parking 
facilities. Flexibility is provided through ranges in design values to encourage facilities 
that are sensitive to local context and incorporate the needs of bicyclists, pedestrians, 
and motorists. 

NACTO Guide 

NACTO first released the Urban Bikeway Design Guide (NACTO Guide) in 2010 to address 
more recently developed bicycle design treatments and techniques. It provides options that 
can help create "complete streets" that better accommodate bicyclists. While not directly 
referenced in the AASHTO Bike Guide, many of the treatments in the NACTO Guide are 
compatible with the AASHTO Bike Guide and demonstrate new and innovative solutions for 
the varied urban settings across the country. 

The vast majority of treatments illustrated in the NACTO Guide are either allowed or not 
precluded by the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). In addition, non-
compliant traffic control devices may be piloted through the MUTCD experimentation 
process. That process is described in Section 1A.10 of the MUTCD and a table on the 
FHWA's bicycle and pedestrian design guidance Web page is regularly updated (FHWA 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Design Guidance), and explains what bicycle facilities, signs, and 
markings are allowed in accordance with the MUTCD. Other elements of the NACTO 
Guide's new and revised provisions will be considered in the rulemaking cycle for the next 
edition of the MUTCD. 

ITE Guide 

In 2010, FHWA supported production of the ITE Guide Designing Walkable Urban 
Thoroughfares: A Context Sensitive Approach. This guide is useful in gaining an 
understanding of the flexibility that is inherent in the AASHTO "Green Book," A Policy on 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=http://www.ite.org/emodules/scriptcontent/orders/ProductDetail.cfm?pc=RP-036A-E
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=https://bookstore.transportation.org/collection_detail.aspx?ID=131
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=https://bookstore.transportation.org/collection_detail.aspx?ID=116
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/
http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/htm/2009r1r2/part1/part1a.htm#section1A10
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=http://www.ite.org/emodules/scriptcontent/orders/ProductDetail.cfm?pc=RP-036A-E
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=http://www.ite.org/emodules/scriptcontent/orders/ProductDetail.cfm?pc=RP-036A-E
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=https://bookstore.transportation.org/collection_detail.aspx?ID=110
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Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. The chapters emphasize thoroughfares in 
"walkable communities" - compact, pedestrian-scaled villages, neighborhoods, town centers, 
urban centers, urban cores and other areas where walking, bicycling and transit are 
encouraged. It describes the relationship, compatibility and trade-offs that may be 
appropriate when balancing the needs of all users, adjoining land uses, environment and 
community interests when making decisions in the project development process. 

Summary 

FHWA encourages agencies to appropriately use these guides and other resources to help 
fulfill the aims of the 2010 US DOT Policy Statement on Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Accommodation Regulations and Recommendations - "...DOT encourages transportation 
agencies to go beyond the minimum requirements, and proactively provide convenient, safe, 
and context-sensitive facilities that foster increased use by bicyclists and pedestrians of all 
ages and abilities, and utilize universal design characteristics when appropriate." 

Accompanying this memo are the latest versions of the: 1) AASHTO Bike Guide, 2) NACTO 
Bike Guide; and 3) the ITE Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares Guide. 

The attachments provide two examples that demonstrate the use of treatments illustrated in 
the NACTO Guide (i.e., buffered bike lanes and green colored pavement for bicycle lanes) 
by State or local DOTs, and a list of FHWA staff that can help with questions about 
pedestrian and bicycle design issues. 

  

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/exit.cfm?link=https://bookstore.transportation.org/collection_detail.aspx?ID=110
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/policy_accom.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/guidance/policy_accom.cfm
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APPENDIX C: CRASH DATA ANALYSIS EXAMPLE 
 

Access to LADOTD Highway Crash List – Local Roads is necessary to obtain the pedestrian and/or bicycle crash 

data.  If you do not have access, you may request the data analysis for your Public Place site from your Regional 

Safety Coordinator. 

To perform an analysis, you must have the GPS coordinate of the public place facility.  Again your Regional Safety 

Coordinator and help with this if necessary. 

The following example is provided with the DOTD Headquarters in Baton Rouge as the Public Place Site. 

The following analysis example search is for pedestrian crashes only for the past five years of crash data. 

Data Input 1:  Input project information 

Data Input 2: Enter the past five years by date.  Check with DOTD safety section to determine current available 

data. 

Data Input 3:  

 Select Within 

 Input 1 mile in the within field 

 Select miles of lat, long 

 Input site latitude longitude in following format:  30.459422, -91.177543 

Data Input 5:  

 Select detail 

 Select year for drop menu 
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Data Input 6: 

 Select “Yes” for Pedestrian  
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Data Input 7:  Select Severity to include in Report 

Output options:  Select Excel Spreadsheet 

 

Data Input 9 : Select Submit button to retrieve data 

 

The following table provides the number and severity of pedestrian crashes within one mile of DOTD Baton Rouge 

Headquarters from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2014. 
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To search for bicycle crashes only modify above instructions as follows:  

Data input 3:  Input 2 miles for range of search 
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Data Input 6: 

 Select “All” for Pedestrians 

 Select “F-Pedalcycle” for Type of Vehicle 
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Data Input 7 

 Select “Vehicle Type” and “Severity” for optional items to include in report 
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Data Input 9: Select Submit 

For brevity, the following table provides excerpts from the search output that provides a sample of the data which 

includes the number and severity of bicycle crashes within two miles of DOTD Baton Rouge Headquarters from 

January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2014. (Much of the actual data was hidden to allow inclusion on one page.) 

 


